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Types of probes / edge finders 



Edge finders 
 Simple operation 

 Accuracy 

 Manual 0.0002” 

 Electronic 0.0001” 

 Inexpensive 

 



Laser edge finders 
 Non contact 

 Beam can be focused to small point 

 Repeatability 

 0.0002” 

 Based on judgment 

 Cost $125 

 



Video edge finder 
 Quick 

 Accuracy 0.005” 

 Interpretation required 

 Automation possible 



Digital probe 

 No interpretation 

 Accuracy 0.00002” 

 Can be automated 

 Can do 3D digitizing 

 Very fast 

 Higher cost 

 Precision machining required to 
fabricate 



3D Digitizing 

 

 Create point cloud 
from object 

 Possible only with 
digital probe 

 Video 

http://youtu.be/IcVv1So1n_8


Design research 



Typical operation 

Three normally closed switches in series 



Design research - Internet 

 



Commercial Probes 
 Renishaw 

 Low activation force 

 0.3 oz xy,  2.7 oz z 

 Accuracy 

 0.35 µm (0.000014 in) 

 Replaceable ruby tip module 

 Wireless available 

 CNC tool changer 

 Price over $1000 

 



Low-price probe 

• CNC4PC.com 

• $135 



Design research - Patents 



Design research - homebuilt 

From Mach3 Webpage 



Design research - magazine 



One more option – simplicity! 
 Probe with no moving parts 

 Rely on direct electrical contact at isolated probe tip 

 Can’t do non-conductive stock 



My design 



First design considered 
 Found on CNCzone.com discussion group 

 Had 2D DXF files posted 

 Began converting to 3D model 

 Body made entirely of plastic 

 Liked idea of using circuit board to electrically 
connect and hold ball bearings 

 Didn’t like tiny ball bearings used 

 Didn’t like all plastic body 

 Concerned about accuracy of balls 

 



Second design considered 

 Based on commercial unit from CNC4PC.com 

 Utilized RTV and adjustment screws on bottom 

 Performed photo dimensional analysis 

 Challenge in design - solder ball bearings to PCB 



Third design considered 
 My design, based on second concept 

 Used split washer instead of ball 
bearings 

 Incorporated top only adjustment 

 Liked plastic carrier design 

 After machining prototype carrier, was 
not sure it would be accurate enough 



Machining washer 



Machining Delrin carrier 



Fourth and final design 

 Design carried forward from 
third design, but with ball 
bearings 

 Utilized ball carrier design 

 Includes bottom circuit board 
to align balls and provide 
reliable electrical contact 

 Complete drawings available 
on HMSC website 



Exploded view 



Assembly view 



Electronic Probe 

Probe incorporates  
Royal Products 

Easy Change tool holder 



Fabrication 



Making the Delrin carrier 



Completed carrier 



Probe Mechanism 



Electronics 



Electronics 

 Interfaces with CNC 
Mill through CNC4PC 
breakout board 

 Active High = input 
normally ground, 
with 5V indicating 
tripped 

 Active Low = input 
normally 5V, with 
ground indicating 
tripped 

 



A problem! 

 Probe could be directly wired in to CNC controller 

 No contact = short to ground, or Active High 

 Contact interrupted the ground, and input line would go to 
5V 

 Touch-off adapter works opposite 

 No contact = 5V, or Active Low 

 Contact when tool grounds out indicator 

 I didn’t want to reconfigure system each time 

 I needed circuit to invert probe input line 



Simple inversion circuit 



Circuit board 
 Built PCB layout with 

Novarm DIP Trace software 

 Output .DXF 

 Machined board 

 Used 0.008” mill 



Software 



Probe driver software 

 Default Mach3 screen does not include digital probes 

 Mach3 has the ability to use multiple screen displays 

 Called “Screensets” 

 Mach3 website has library of screens 

 A few screensets could drive digital probes 

 Freeware  screensets had limited functionality 

 Screensets with more advanced algorithms were offered for sale 

Some cost more than Mach3!  

 I ended up developing my own screenset 

Used MachScreen software to edit screenset and develop code to drive probe 

Also built pop-up touchscreen keypad for my touchscreen monitor 





Software development 



Operation 



Probe in use 

 Finding center of hole - video 

 Finding center of rectangle – video 

 Set z axis zero for tool 

 

Finding center of hole.MP4
Finding center of rectangle.MP4


Accuracy 



Calibration and accuracy 

 STEP 1: Spin probe, and set probe ball at 
exact center using test gauge 

 Tape up cord! 

 Use four set screws to adjust 

 STEP 2: Set effective ball diameter with test 
ring 

 Ran 10 tests, then 10 more with probe rotated 45° 

 Measured probe ball to be 0.1592” diameter 

 Tests showed effective diameter is 0.1550” 

=> 0.0021” move to actuate 

 Accuracy found to be ±0.0001” to ±0.0003”, 
depending on orientation 

 



Questions? 


